Abstract. In November 1997 a workshop was held at Fermilab to explore the physics potential of the rst muon collider, and the physics potential of the accelerator complex at the front end" of the collider. This paper describes the con guration of the muon collider accelerator complex, including the major accelerator parameters, and the particle uxes and luminosities that would result from such a facility.
INTRODUCTION
The Workshop on Physics at the First Muon Collider and Front end of a Muon Collider was held at Fermilab from 6 9 November 1997. The goal of the workshop was to explore the physics potential of each of the various options for the rst muon collider FMC, including the physics that could be pursued at the accelerator complex at the front end" of the collider. The accelerator parameters assumed for the workshop are based on recent studies of how the facilities at Fermilab might evolve with two goals in mind: to enhance the existing Fermilab physics program based on proton beams, and to provide what is needed for a high-energy muon collider. A summary of these parameters can befound in Tables 1 3. Figure 1 shows in a schematic way how the FMC might t within the existing accelerator complex at Fermilab. Step 1
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Linac operating at 15 Hz a A high-intensity proton source. We will assume that the proton source accelerates protons to 16 GeV c, is cycling at 15 Hz, and produces 2 proton bunches percycle, each containing 5 10 13 particles. These parameters are based on the Fermilab summer study summarized in Ref. 1 . This upgrade to the existing proton source at Fermilab would require upgrading the 400 MeV Linac to a 1 GeV Linac, moving the 8 GeV Booster to a new location to overcome radiation limitations, upgrading the Booster energy to 16 GeV, and nally, adding a 4.5 GeV Pre-Booster to enable the protons to be compressed into short 2 ns long bunches. The upgrade can in principle be staged. Plausible staging steps and the associated proton source parameters are summarized in Table 1 .
b A pion production and collection system, followed by a pion decay c hannel. Each incident proton bunch i n teracts in a target to produce 310 13 f decay = 100m= c The neutrino beams would result from decays of circulating muons. A m uon collider accelerator complex o ers the very attractive possibility of making intense neutrino beams using muon decay c hannels consisting of straight sections in the RLAs or in the collider itself. The resulting beams would have precisely calculable uxes 3 and, for , decays, would be a mixture of 50 and 50 e . This would provide a uniquely clean" tool for neutrino physics. The characteristics of the neutrino pulses downstream of the RLAs are summarized in Table 4 .
THE FIRST MUON COLLIDER
The workshop parameters for the First Muon Collider are shown in Table 5 . Note that the assumptions that went into computing the luminosities were somewhat conservative. To obtain a more aggressive but still reasonable set of goals for the FMC these luminosities can be multiplied by a factor of three. 
SUMMARY
The tables presented here contain the parameters, uxes, and luminosities that were used by the working groups as they evaluated the physics potential of a First Muon Collider and of its front end. Summaries of the physics potential of a facility operating with these parameters can be found in references 4 and 5 .
